
Phonemic Inventory 
Overview 

Rawàng Ata has an unusually small phonemic inventory, containing seventeen consonants and five 

vowel qualities. The approximate consonantal inventory is as follows: 

 labial bilabial coronal postcoronal velar postvelar 

hard plosive   t  k  
soft plosive b  d    

nasal m  n  ŋ  

hard spirant  f s ʃ  h 
soft spirant  v  ʒ   

lateral   l    
rhotic   r    

glide    j w  
 

This inventory is not wholly uncontroversial. Two of these phonemes, / ʃ/ and /ʒ/ can be discarded as 

allophonic once underlying stress patterns are suitably accounted for, and if a small number of 

loanwords and onomatopoeic words are discounted. Two affricates are distinguished, /ts/ and /d ʒ/, 

but these are never phonemically contrasted with the corresponding sequences, and so have not 

been included above; nor has the postcoronal nasal, which has been analysed as a sequence of /nj/ 

in all cases. The vowel inventory consists only of /i e a o u/ (approximately speaking), which may 

occur (with the exception of /e/) either long or short. Diphthongs formed of short vowels followed 

by /j/ in some ways act phonologically as unitary vowel segments, but here have been analysed as 

sequences, from which they are neither phonologically nor phonemically distinguishable.  

An additional complication of the phonology is the process here termed ‘vowel clipping’, which may 

be regarded in terms of vowel length, vowel quality inventory, chronemes, consonant inventory, or 

consonant clusters. The simplest, but typologically perhaps less appealing, analysis is simply to say 

that Rawàng Ata distinguishes three lengths of vowels. 

The general inventory having been established, the individual phonemes will now be discussed in 

turn, followed by a discussion of clipping, and then of the extended phonemic inventory found in 

non-core vocabulary. 

 

The hard plosives: /t/ and /k/ 

Rawàng Ata’s “hard” plosives are prototypically voiceless and fortis. When word-final, they are often 

allophonically aspirated, and the same is less commonly true in word-initial position, particularly 

within emphasised words or when utterance-initial. The phoneme /t/ is identified as ‘coronal’ 



because its exact realisation varies: in literary pronunciation, and in the north generally, it has a 

postdental realisation, but in some southern dialects it takes an alveolar articulation. In several 

localised dialects, the phoneme is markedly dental or interdental, and devolves into a dental or 

interdental spirant in non-initial positions. In all locations, it is typically apical. 

The velar counterpart /k/ is more fixed in its point of articulation, though a word-initial uvular 

realisation is a not-uncommon affectation in some urban dialects. The phoneme is notable, 

however, for a slight labial co-articulation before /a/, and in some dialects /e/ or /o/, and in word-

final position after those vowels; dialects vary in the extent of this co-articulation. 

The hard plosives may appear initially, intervocalically, after or before /j/, after /r/, after a nasal, or – 

in monosyllables and disyllables – word-finally. The coronal /t/ may also occur before /s/. 

 

The soft plosives: /b/ and /d/ 

The “soft” plosives are distinguished by not being the same as the “hard” plosives – this difference, 

however, varies in its details. Soft plosives are lenis, and they are never aspirated. Typically, they are 

voiced, but in initial position – particularly in stressed words or utterance-initial – they may 

sporadically be devoiced. Alternatively, in initial position they may be pronounced with slight 

prenasalisation, and elsewhere they may slightly nasalise the preceding vowel.  

The first of these plosives, /b/, is invariably bilabial. The ‘coronal’ /d/ is more variable – it tends to be 

postdental in the extreme north, but otherwise alveolar, though often sometimes fronting through 

dissimilation to a postdental articulation in /dj/ clusters. In some dialects it becomes postalveolar, or 

even retroflex. It is typically apical (or subapical for retroflex variants), but is frequently laminal in 

/dʒ/ clusters.  

More notable is the tendency of these plosives to undergo lenition into continuants. For /b/, this 

occurs mostly only when intervocalic and not followed by a stressed or accented vowel, and is a 

relatively straightforward lenition to a bilabial spirant. This is often avoided where the resulting word 

might easily be confused with other words with /v/ or /w/ in the equivalent location.  

The lenition of /d/, however, is both more widespread and more complex. It tends to occur in all 

intervocalic situations, and in some dialects also after /n/. The outcome varies widely – it is said, 

albeit in jest, that it is possible to identify the city of origin of any native Rawàng Ata speaker by their 

exact pattern of realisations of /d/. Most commonly, it may be a coronal rhotic (typically either an 

alveolar tap or a postalveolar frictionless continuant), or a coral spirant. In the latter case, this may 

be an alveolar [z] that exactly mirrors /s/, or an alveolar distinct in its articulation from /s/ (such as 



by being apical, or by being retracted, or by retaining a degree of affrication), or may have fronted to 

a postdental or interdental spirant. In all cases of spirantization of /d/,  except in cases where the 

manner and place of articulation have merged with that of /s/,  it is common for the spirant form to 

be devoiced, particularly when the onset to a stressed syllable. 

The hard plosives may appear initially, intervocalically or after /ʒ/. The coronal /d/ may also be 

found before /ʒ/, after /n/, or between /n/ and /r/. 

 

The nasals: /m/, /n/ and /ŋ/ 

The nasal phoneme /m/ is always bilabial. Intervocalically, however, and sometimes word-finally, it 

is lenited to a nasalised bilabial spirant, which may incidentally partially nasalise the preceding 

vowel. 

Lenition does not occur with either /n/ or /ŋ/. The former of these is typically alveolar, but becomes 

postdental in the extreme north; before /j/, it may become palatal in articulation, and indeed /nj/ 

clusters may be realised simply as a palatal or palatalised nasal, particularly when initial or when the 

onset of a stressed syllable. 

Finally, the /ŋ/ phoneme is notable for its denasalisation. Although typically a pure nasal in word-

final position, it acts more like a cluster [ŋg] in intervocalic position, and can even strengthen to 

something approaching [g] when the onset to a stressed syllable. In some dialects, these 

strengthened forms can themselves lenite, to produce [ŋɣ] and [ɣ]. All these realisations are typically 

labially co-articulated, as with /k/. 

The nasals can all appear in intervocalic or final position, or following /j/. The non-velar nasals may 

also appear in word-initial position, following /r/, or preceding /j/. The bilabial /m/ can be found 

before /v/, while the coronal and velar nasals may be found before homorganic plosives. 

 

The hard spirants: /f/, /s/, /ʃ/ and /h/ 

The hard spirants are voiceless. They may also be lightly aspirated when the onset to a stressed 

syllable. They may occur in initial or intervocalic position, or following /j/, and /s/ may occur in word-

final position in monosyllables and disyllables. The labiodental spirant may occur preceding /j/ or 

following /r/, and /s/ in particular may occur following /t/. 

The phonemic status of /ʃ/ is debateable. In most cases, it appears to be an allophone of /h/ before 

/i/ or /u/, or else a realisation of a /sj/ or /hj/ cluster in an unstressed syllable. However, due to 



shifts in stress, loanwords and other processes, a number of unreduced /sj/ clusters do persist in 

stressed syllables, while others are reduced even in stressed syllables. This grants an apparent 

phonemicity given surface stress realisations that may be questioned if an analysis based on 

underlying stress positions is instead adopted. However, /ʃ/ may also be found in loanwords, 

expressives, and onomatopoeias.  

The postcoronal may be realised with a postalveolar articulation, or as a true palatal. It is in all cases 

laminal, as is (in most dialects) the coronal. The postvelar spirant is prototypically a voiceless glottal 

transition, but may be strengthened emphatically to a true glottal spirant, or to a pharyngeal or 

epiglottal. 

The coronal spirant is often pronounced with a degree of lip-rounding, though this is less marked 

than for the velars. 

 

The soft spirants: /v/ and /ʒ/ 

The soft spirants are voiced and unaspirated.  

The labiodental spirant /v/ may appear intervocalically or initially, before /j/, or after /m/ or / ʒ/. 

Most often it is in predictable variation with /w/, with /v/ appearing before or after /i/, /j/, /u/ or 

/o/, and /w/ appearing elsewhere  (or after a postcoronal consonant); however, this is a genuine 

phonemic distinction, as /v/ may occur outside these contexts in certain circumstances – as in vana, 

“sky”, and vaku, “oar”.  

The postcoronal spirant has the same place of articulation as the hard equivalent. It may occur 

initially or intervocalically, but may also occur before a soft plosive, a nasal, /l/ or /v/. In far-northern 

dialects, and fashionably throughout the north (though not in literary usage), it is rather more 

widespread, as all instances of /r/ preceding non-plosives shift to /ʒ/. Accordingly, in literary and 

cosmopolitan speech of the far north, and sporadically elsewhere, hypercorrection of /ʒ/ to /r/ may 

occur.  

Similar questions around the phonemicity of /ʒ/ arise as around that of its hard counterpart, 

although in this case the alternative analyses are /rj/, /r/, and /jj/.  

 

The lateral, /l/, and the rhotic, /r/ 

The lateral is unremarkable. It can occur initially or intervocalically, or preceding /j/. The /lj/ cluster 

may be realised as a palatal or palatalised lateral. 



The rhotic is typically an alveolar tap, but in dialects where this is a realisation of /d/, /r/ may instead 

be realised as a trill when intervocalic or initial. Preceding a consonant, the tap may be weakened to 

a frictionless alveolar continuant,  or to a rhoticisation of the preceding vowel, or else strengthened 

to a spirant trill (particularly before sonorants). 

The rhotic may occur initially, intervocalically, finally, or before a nasal, or a hard plosive or /s/. 

Unusually, it may occur initially before a nasal – as in rnù, “alloy” –  in these cases it may be 

weakened to a rhoticized schwa, although clear speech retains the tap or trill. In northern dialects, 

this may also occur before any other consonant that /r/ may legally precede, although in southern 

dialects, and the literary standard, a vowel is retained in these words – hence erkaò, “cockroach”, is 

pronounced as though it were *rkaò throughout the north, and increasingly in the southern cities 

also. The rhotic may also follow a syllable-initial /d/, but only where that /d/ itself follows a coda /n/. 

Both the lateral and the rhotic often have a degree of lip-rounding, though this is less marked than 

for the velars. 

 

The glides, /j/ and /w/ 

The two glides have quite different distributions. The labiovelar /w/ occurs initially or 

intervocalically, only before /e/ or /a/ and, when intervocalic, only after /e/ or /a/. The postcoronal  

/j/ is may be initial, intervocalic, or may follow almost any consonant. It also appears in codas 

following the vowels /a/, /o/ and /u/, with which it effectively forms diphthongs. 

The postcoronal is typically laminal-palatal in coda, intervocalic or post-consonantal position, but 

apical-postalveolar when initial.  

 

The vowels 

The five vowel qualities are straightforward. The low vowel /a/ shows some allophony, tending to 

front following /k/, /j/, /ŋ/, /w/, /s/, /f/, /l/ or /r/, and to back elsewhere. The low back vowel /o/ 

tends to be closer to [ɔ] in most cases, though it raises somewhat before a sonorant and when final. 

The front mid-vowel /e/ is likewise closer to [ɛ], while /i/ is somewhat lower than cardinal and /u/ is 

somewhat more fronted. 

Four of these vowels have long forms. These are similar in realisation to the short  forms, except that 

/o:/ is always [o:], and /a:/ tends to be closer to /A:/. There is no long equivalent of /e/. 

 



Clipping 

In addition to long and short forms, vowels also have ‘clipped’ forms. Phonetically, these clipped 

forms are typically shorter than the short forms, and may be partially or wholly devoiced. They also 

have somewhat different qualities: /i/ becomes closer to [e], /e/ becomes closer to [ ə], /a/ becomes 

closer to a lax [æ], and /o/ becomes closer to [ɒ]. The back high vowel /u/ may draw closer to [ʊ] or 

[ʉ] depending on dialect and context. 

Clipping may be analysed as a third length for vowels, or as phonemic devoicing of vowels, or as a 

series of lax vowels, or as an ordinary vowel followed by a abbreviating chroneme.  

Alternatively, clipping may be seen as a property of consonants. Clipping only occurs preceding a 

consonant – and specifically only preceding hard plosives, the hard spirants /f/ or /s/, or the nasals 

/m/ or /n/. It is not simply a property of those consonants themselves, however, as each may or may 

not trigger clipping depending on the word (with the exception of /f/, which always triggers clipping, 

though not across word boundaries). A second set of these consonants, specifically clipping-

triggering, could be proposed. Alternatively, however clipping may be seen as a realisation of 

underlying gemination. This is an attractive proposal, because post-stress, post-clipping consonants 

(other than /f/) may be pronounced as geminates when a word is emphasised (though it is more 

common for this emphasis to take the form of preglottalisation of the consonant) , and post-clipping 

consonants are invariably pronounced as geminates when they are onsets to a stressed syllable.  

 

The Extended Inventory 

Rawàng Ata is unusual in part for its large inventory of words that do not play a role in the standard 

syntax of sentences. Primarily, this inventory includes expressives, words indicating the mood of the 

speaker or the environment of the action; it also includes a number of interjections, and to a more 

debateable extent includes tags. 

This inventory is not wholly bound to the standard phonology of the language: several additional 

sounds appear in these peripheral words. These include the hard plosive /p/, the soft plosive /g/, the 

lateral spirant /ɬ/, two long nasalised vowels – /ĩ:/ and /ɒ̃:/ – and four clicks, one a rounded labial 

/ʘʷ/, one a linguolabial /ǀ̼/, one a rounded alveolar /ǂʷ/, and one a lateral /ǁ/. They also include 

lengthened forms of /s/ and /ʃ/. 

Of particular interest is the alveolar click, which appears in the seemingly lexical despective suffix xo- 

but nowhere else within the non-extended lexicon. 

 



 

Phonotactics 
Syllable Structure 

Most Rawàng Ata syllables conform to a simple structure: (C)(j)V(S), where ‘S’ may be /j/, a nasal, /ʒ/ 

or /r/. In the case of the final syllable of a monosyllabic or disyllabic word, however, coda /t/, /k/ , /l/ 

and /s/ are also possible, and the same is true of compounds with mono- or disyllabic final elements. 

In addition, clipping presents a problem of analysis here. If clipping is regarded as the product of a 

following chroneme, this chroneme is included among allowable codas; if clipping is instead 

regarded as a matter of gemination, this means that /t/, /k/, /s/, and /f/ are allowable in codas more 

widely, but only before syllable beginning with the same consonant. 

Regarding onsets, the above structure is complicated by the affricate-clusters /ts/ and /dʒ/, which 

are able to stand as onsets as though they were individual segments. 

More puzzlingly, word-initial syllables may begin with initial /r/ (or /ʒ/ in some northern dialects), 

prior to the onset consonant. This is considered part of the syllable in terms of the rules of stress and 

accent, and as a coda without a nucleus in terms of the rules of timing.  

Alternatively, syllables may have no onset at all. This is true of initial syllables, but is more commonly 

seen in the case of vowel sequences in hiatus. Vowel sequences are regarded as sequences of 

syllables, not as diphthongs. 

Finally, syllables may have the onset cluster /dr/, but only when following coda /n/.   

 

Cluster Limitations 

As discussed above for individual consonants, Rawàng Ata strictly regulates possible consonant 

clusters. Coda /j/ may precede any onset, but the coronal and velar nasals may precede only 

homorganic plosives (the coronal may also occur in geminated form) or /j/, while /m/ may precede 

/v/ (or may be geminated). Coda /r/ may precede a hard plosive, a nasal, or /s/ (or /j/), or in 

compounds /f/, while coda /ʒ/ may precede a soft plosive, a nasal, /v/ or /l/. 

Vowel clusters are limited to sequences of three vowels at most. Only twelve such sequences are 

permitted: /ai/, /oi/, /ui/, /iu/, /ia/, /oa/, /ao/, /ua/, /uai/, /uao/, /iai/ and /iao/. 

 



Sandhi 

Due to the restricted nature of Rawàng Ata clusters, compounding and affixation on occasion 

produce results that must be altered to conform to these rules. 

In the case of coda nasals followed by heterorganic plosives, the nasal will assimilate to the place of 

articulation of the plosive. A nasal followed by /r/ assimilates and gains an epenthetic pl osive, to 

yield a sequence of /ndr/. Nasals followed by /h/ or / ʃ/ cause the spirant to drop, but the nasal to 

‘geminate’  (trigger clipping) in the process (other than /ŋ/); those followed by /s/ drop after 

‘geminating’ the spirant. Nasals followed by any other consonant they are not permitted to cluster 

with are dropped, lengthening any preceding monophthong. In this manner: 

  ex. 1 

   baryòng + sen  > baryossen 

   baryòng + ras  >  baryòndras 

Coda /r/ and coda /s/ become /ʒ/ before a lateral, a soft plosive, or /v/, and are dropped before /ʒ/; 

following /h/ is dropped, and following /r/ becomes /s/ after /r/, and becomes a clipping-triggering 

‘geminate’ after /s/. Coda /t/ and /k/ drop, turning a following plosive, hard spirant, or nasal into a 

‘geminate’ (soft plosives become hard geminates); however, they do not drop before /s/ or / ʃ/, or 

before /h/ – instead, they yield /ts/ and /dʒ/ in the former two cases, and in the third case the /h/ 

simply drops. Coda /s/ triggers gemination in the same way before hard plosives or spirants. Thus:  

  ex. 2 

balàt + ki  > balàkki 

 balàt + shin  > balàdjin 

 irar + dà  >  irajdà 

Pre-consonantal /l/ accents the preceding vowel and vocalises to /i/ (after /o/ or /u/), /u/ (after /i/) 

or /o/ (after /a/); alternatively, a sequence /el/ mutates in its entirety to /o:/ before a consonant: 

ex. 3 

yanul + ki  >  yanùiki 

 tal + ki   >  tàoki 

 hèl + ki   >  hōki 

Coda /j/ remains as it is, unless preceding a nasal, /j/, or the lateral or rhotic. In these circumstances, 

it instead strengthens to an accented vowel, /i/: 

ex. 4 



soy + ki   > soyki 

 soy + rà   > soirà 

Importantly, however, coda /j/ followed by a vowel becomes an onset, rather than a coda. This  is in 

marked contrast to vowel sequences of a vowel followed by /i/, in which the /i/ decays to become a 

diphthong element /j/.  Hence: 

  ex. 5 

 soy + òn  > soyòn /so.jon/ 

 sòi + òn   > soiòn /soj.on/ 

However, before another /i/, this diphthong is reduced to a monophthong: 

  ex. 6 

   sòi + isi   > sòisi /so.i.si/ 

Where the decaying /i/ is accented, this accent shifts to the preceding vowel:  

  ex. 7 

 araì + aka  > aràiaka 

 araì + isi  > aràisi 

Similarly, /o/ and /u/, when placed between two vowels, degrade to /w/, although in this case there 

is no phonemic distinction made between coda and onset, and the realisation may be either or both. 

The same rules regarding accent shift apply as for /i/, and the /w/ drops when the following vowel is 

/o/ or /u/ (/o/ then becomes /u/after /i/, while /u/ becomes /o/ after /a/). So: 

ex. 8 

raò + aka  >  ràwaka 

raò + unta  > ràonta 

Long vowels in vowel clusters shorten to accented short vowels. Meanwhile, a vowel cluster with the 

final element /i/ reduces that to /j/ when the previous syllable also contains a diphthong, and 

similarly the sequences /iu/ and /ao/ become /u:/ and /o:/ respectively. Accordingly: 

  ex. 9 

sō + aka  > sòaka 

falu + ābi  > faluàbi 

moru + ōtu  > moruòtu 

lyoka + īta      > lyokaìta 



naìra + īta  > nairaytà 

naìra + òn  > naìrōn   

The very small number of words ending in /e/ mutate that vowel to /a/ before an affixed /i/, and to 

/j/ before any other affixed vowel. Where the vowel /i/ is followed by another vowel, the /i/ 

degrades to /j/ if unstressed. The glide /w/ strengthens to /v/ before /j/. Where a word beginning 

with /e/ is compounded to the end of a word ending in a vowel, it is dropped, accenting the 

preceding vowel. Thusly: 

  ex. 10 

   Wewè + òn   > Wevyòn 

   okunè + īta  > okunaìta 

   naìra + èttunga  > nairàttunga 

Sandhi can also take place within affixes: specifically, within the ergative suffix /ja/ and the 

accusative suffix /ma/. Each of these contracts, dropping the final consonant, when suffixed  to a 

word ending in a vowel other than /i/. Where the root is unaccented, the dropping of the final vowel 

accents the prior vowel. Hence: 

  ex. 11 

kòma + ya  > kòmay 

balàt + ya  >  balàtya 

sòi + ya   > sòiya 

datta + ya  > dattày 

The accusative suffix also takes a variant /na/ when affixed to a vowel-final word in which the final 

suffix has a bilabial or /h/ as an onset. This variant does not show vowel loss. Hence:  

  ex. 12 

 kòma + ma  > kòmana 

 balàt + ma  >  balàmma 

 datta + ma  > dattàm 

 sòi + ma  > sòim 

 soy + ma  > soìma 

Meanwhile, /j/ as an onset mutates to /ʒ/ following coda /j/: 

ex. 13 

 soy + ya  > soyja    



Finally, two processes operate specifically in the context of compounding. Firstly, unstressed onset 

/k/, /t/ and /s/ ‘soften’ after coda nasals when they originate as the initial consonant of a root: /N/ + 

/k/ becomes /ŋ/, /N/ + /t/ becomes /nd/, and /N/ + /s/ becomes /ndr/: 

  ex. 14 

   bayan + sèta  > bayandrèda 

   bayan + sata  > bayassada 

Secondly, all surds acting as onsets to the final syllable of a compound root are softened: /t/ to /d/, 

/k/ to /ŋ/, /s/ and /f/ to /r/ and /v/, and /ʃ/ to /ʒ/, while /h/ is dropped. At the same time, 

‘geminates’ soften to singlets, and /nd/ softens to /n/. Notably, this does not occur in inflectional 

suffixes: 

  ex. 15 

   bayan + sata  > bayassada 

   latùji + datta  > latùjidata  

   latùji + datta + ki > latùjidataki 

 

Suprasegmental Phonology 
Isochrony 

Rawàng Ata employs a relatively invariant rate of utterance within each word. Syllables can be 

divided into three classes (short, long and clipped), and two syllables of the same class will have very 

similar duration (notwithstanding broader prosodic variations in tempo, the existence of hesitations 

and so forth). Clipped syllables are those containing a clipped vowel; long syllables are those 

containing a long vowel, a diphthong, or a coda (or a diphthong followed by a coda). Long syllables 

also include those initial syllables that begin with a sonorant (or in the far north also /ʒ/) followed by 

another consonant (including glides). 

Traditional theory, and musical-poetic practice, dictate that long syllables have twice the duration of 

short syllables; under this analysis, the language is mora-timed. In reality, however, the difference is 

rather less marked; also, the additional duration need not come solely from the source of the 

additional syllabic length – which is to say, for example, syllables of the form CVN may have a 

lengthened vowel (though shorter than a long vowel) as well as, or in place of, an extended nasal. 

Clipped syllables are somewhat shorter than short syllables. However, for the purposes of 

calculating stress and accent (as below) these syllables are nonetheless considered bimoraic. 



 

Accent 

Rawàng Ata is a pitch-accent language. Pitch is primarily dominated by tonal drops: sharp falls in 

pitch between adjacent syllables. The first of these two syllables is considered to bear an ‘accent’. 

There is at most one accented syllable in each word – many words have none. All else being equal, 

the pitch of an accented word rises gradually until the accented syllable, which peaks in pitch 

slightly, and then the pitch drops considerably for the post-accent syllable, and remains low 

throughout the rest of the word. The pitch of an unaccented word remains generally level 

throughout the word, or falls slightly. 

This is complicated, however, by secondary initial accent. The first syllable of each word itself 

represents a secondary, lower peak in pitch; the second syllable then drops from that peak, though 

not as greatly as the drop after a primary accent.  

This pattern of secondary initial accent is itself deviated from in four cases. First, where the second 

syllable of the world itself bears primary retracted stress, but not accent, secondary initial accent 

does not occur. Second, where the second syllable of the word instead bears left-oriented stress, the 

first two syllables are raised, not merely the first. Third, in unaccented words, secondary initial 

accent is not present (or cannot be distinguished, given the level contour).  

The fourth deviation is more significant. Although accent is lexicalised, the effects of accent are not 

limited to a single word. If a word bears an accent on its final syllable, the first syllable of the 

following word must bear the drop, and so secondary initial accent does not occur.  

In monosyllables, meanwhile, accent is not directly represented through stress: all monosyllables 

have, in isolation, the same pitch. The words la and Là, in isolation, therefore sound the same. 

However, accent is still shown through effects across word boundaries: an accented monosyllable 

triggers pitch-drop on the first syllable of the following word. 

A further complication arises from the treatment of long vowels. In otherwise unaccented words, a 

long vowel is considered to bear the accent; in an otherwise accented word, however, it is not. 

When the accent falls upon a long vowel, the drop occurs within that syllable, creating a sharply 

falling tone. Where an unaccented word contains more than one long vowel, any long vowel in a 

penultimate syllable is preferentially accented; otherwise, the first long vowel in the word bears the 

accent. 

The above basic rules can be seen in the following words and phrases. For convenience, a four-pitch 

notation (H, MH, M, and L) is used, although as noted the contours are more variable and less 



discrete than this may suggest. In particular, there is a significant difference, ignored here for sake of 

simplicity, between a flat middle tone (in unaccented words), and a rising middle tone (in accented 

words) – the rising middle tones may show rise either within the syllable or between syllables, or 

both, though this gradual rising across the word is not of primary significance. 

  ex. 16 

Unaccented: 

 su     - ba   - na   - ki 

 M  - M  - M   - M 

First-syllable accent: 

 sà   - li   - ni  - ki 

 H    - L   - L    - L 

Second-syllable accent: 

 su   -  ìn   - ta   - ki 

 MH - H   - L     - L 

Third-syllable accent: 

 i        - ro    - nù  -    ki 

 MH  - M   - H    - L 

Fourth-syllable accent: 

 su     - ba   - na   - òn 

 MH  - M  - M   - H 

Third-syllable accent with retracted stress: 

 sa    - tan    - gà 

 M    - M      - H 

Third-syllable accent with left-oriented second-syllable stress: 

 yo    - i       - ro   - nù    -  ki 

 MH  - MH  - M   -      H    - L 

These general pitch patterns are further complicated in practice by the particularities of the 

individual word itself. Four typical phenomena are the raising of the pitch of high vowels and of final-

syllable vowels in closed syllables, and the lowering of the pitch of vowels occurring before nasals, 

and of non-accented final vowels. These variations in pitch are not obligatory, and are less significant 

than the larger variations in pitch imposed by the accent system; they are not seen as an essential 

part of the language, but merely as how people naturally speak certain sounds. The exact details 



vary between dialects, but are never so great as to impede communication. They are not studied by 

grammarians, although they are studied by musicians and poets.  

 

Accent Sandhi 

As can be seen from some of the above examples, Rawàng Ata possesses several suffixes containing 

marked syllables. As each word can bear only one accent, this causes a prima facie problem when an 

accent-bearing syllable is added to an accent-bearing root – and likewise in the formation of 

compounds. 

The problem is resolved through a series of rules. In all these rules, long vowels are not regarded as 

accented. Firstly, in any sequence of two accented morae, the second mora loses its accent. So, for 

example: 

  ex. 17 

 ironù + òn >  ironuòn 

 sekù + kài > sekukài 

Secondly, in any sequence in which two accented morae are seperated by only one mora, the 

second accent is ‘pushed’ one mora to the right, if not blocked by the end of a word. If this has 

succesfully moved the accent to a new syllable, and in doing so leaves the second accent on a word-

final syllable, the first accent is dropped. If not, and if the first accent is borne by a syllable bearing 

left-oriented stress, then the second accent is dropped. If the first accent is located elsewhere, and 

the second accent rests on a syllable bearing retracted or secondary stress, the first accent is 

dropped; otherwise, the second accent is dropped. 

  ex. 18 

battàn + kài  > *battànkaì  > battangaì 

burùn + tàkota  > *burùntakòta  >  burùndakoda 

Thirdly, if the above-detailed ‘pushing’ cannot occur due to a word boundary, or does not move the 

accent to a new syllable, a further rule is required. Pushing may fail to move the accent to a new 

syllable because the push-rule is based on morae, not syllables; but accent is a property of syllables, 

not morae. As a result, the accent is underlyingly considered to belong to a specific mora, but also to 

the syllable containing that mora, and surface realisations do not distinguish which mora specifically 

holds the accent. 



If pushing does fail, the first accent is instead pulled one mora to the right. If the first accent had 

rested on a monomoraic syllable, and hence has been pulled onto a syllable adjacent to the second 

accent, the second accent is then deleted: 

  ex. 19 

àma + òn  > *amàòn > amàon 

Where, however, the first accent rested on a bimoraic syllable,  and hence has not left that syllable, 

the same series of calculations regarding the location of stress takes place as under the second rule: 

if the second accent lies on a word-final syllable, the first accent is dropped; if not, and if the first 

accent is borne by a syllable bearing left-oriented stress, then the second accent is dropped; if the 

first accent is located elsewhere, and the second accent rests on a syllable bearing retracted or 

secondary stress, the first accent is dropped; otherwise, the second accent is dropped. So: 

  ex. 20 

battàn + òn  > *battànòn > battanòn 

Fourthly, where the accents are more than one mora apart, the same series of calculations regarding 

the location of stress takes place as under the second rule: if the second accent l ies on a word-final 

syllable, the first accent is dropped; if not, and if the first accent is borne by a syllable bearing left -

oriented stress, then the second accent is dropped; if the first accent is located elsewhere, and the 

second accent rests on a syllable bearing retracted or secondary stress, the first accent is dropped; 

otherwise, the second accent is dropped. So: 

  ex. 21 

   battàn + yorò  > battanyorò 

   sekù + sartùi  > sekùsartui 

Where a word is formed through compounding, the position of the accents is fixed through this 

process before the addition of any suffixes, or any further compounding. That is, each ‘phase’ of 

sandhi takes the result of the prior stage as fixed, rather than operating on the original accent 

distribution – even where the addition of the suffix has altered the stress pattern that originally 

helped fix the position of the accents. To give a concrete example: 

  ex. 22 

battangaì + òn  > battangaiòn 

Where a word-final vowel bearing accent loses its syllabicity due to the addition of a suffix, the 

accent – if not otherwise shifted by sandhi – retracts to the previous vowel. Thus: 



  ex. 23 

   battangaì + ara  > battangàiara 

 

Finally, sandhi can also operate across word boundaries, but only to a limited extent: where a word -

final syllable and a following word-initial syllable both bear accent, the word-final accent does not 

cause the pitch of the following accented syllable to lower – unless that following accented syllable 

is a monosyllabic word followed by a third word with initial  accent, in which case the monosyllable 

does indeed show lowered pitch, as though it were unaccented: 

  ex. 24 

   yàn Là 

   H H 

But: 

  ex. 25 

   à yàn Là 

   H L H 

It should be noted that the vocative particle à is frequently dropped from speech entirely, and 

identified only by its effects on the pitch of the following word.   

 

Pitch Terracing 

Although the above examples make use of fixed ‘tone’ descriptions, in practice the pitches in 

different words are often different. Part of the reason for this is the fact that the sudden ‘drop’ 

following an accent is typically greater in magnitude than the gradual rise that lead up to it, 

particularly in short words. At the end of an accented word, the ‘low’ trough of pitch triggered by 

the accent ends, and the pitch rebounds for the beginning of the next word: but, typically, the pitch 

does not rebound quite far enough. As a result, the starting pitch of a word following an accented 

word is slightly lower than that of other words – which in turn implies that the average pitch of 

words within an utterance gradually falls as the utterance progresses. This creates a ‘terrace’ of 

gradually sinking pitch. Pitch terracing is significant in Rawàng Ata, because the end of a sentence 

causes a return to the original starting pitch, and significant clause breaks are also accompanied by 

partial returns: hence, terracing provides an important guide to the syntactic parsing of utterances.  



 

Stress 

Rawàng Ata is a pitch-accent language. However, this does not entail that it shows no stress 

phenomena; quite the contrary is the case. Rawàng Ata does not, with some debateable exceptions, 

display phonemic stress – stress is predictable for each word. It is, however, somewhat complex.  

Phonologically, stress in Rawàng Ata is primarily demonstrated through increased volume. 

Secondary indicators are more variable. Typically a stressed vowel has somewhat greater tenseness 

and clarity, and may be slightly longer in duration – though Rawàng Ata does not show any strong 

reduction of unstressed vowels. In speech among men, or among women, stress is also associated 

with a slight increase in pitch; in speech between men and women, however, it is more often 

associated with a slight decrease in pitch, and this form may also be used among men to indicate 

restrained anger, or among women to indicate respect. Angry women may introduce a somewhat 

strident phonation to indicate stress. There are two degrees of stress: primary (stronger) and 

secondary (weaker). 

Stress in Rawàng Ata may be described as either right-oriented or left-oriented, and its precise 

distribution may be calculated by a simple series of rules. 

It should at first be assumed that stress is right-oriented, and by default located on the final syllable 

of the word. Stress remains in this location if the word is bisyllabic and the final syllable is bimoraic: 

  ex. 26 

   bat-tàn 

   kò-may 

If the final syllable is not bimoraic, but the penultimate syllable is bimoraic, or is accented, stress 

remains right-oriented but is retracted to the penultimate: 

ex. 27 

  se-ku-kà-i 

  su-ìn-ta 

Where neither of these conditions is met, the stress becomes left-oriented instead. In that case, the 

initial syllable typically receives primary stress. A potential complication arises when the initial 

syllable does not receive stress even in this situation: this occurs where the initial syllable is a 

prefixed morpheme, rather than the initial syllable of the root (this is most often found where the 

first syllable is a possessive prefix to a bound noun, or an agentive agreement prefix to a verb). In 

these cases, stress falls on the initial syllable of the root, not of the word. Stress is therefore 



predictable and theoretically non-phonemic, provided that morpheme boundaries are taken into 

account. However, in practice stress may be the primary way of distinguishing these morpheme 

boundaries in speech, and so stress may appear phonemic on the superficial level: 

Once primary stress has been allocated in this way, secondary stress can then be determined. Two 

‘phrases’ of secondary stress allocation must be carried out, however: one before, and one afte r, 

any accent sandhi. 

In the case of left-oriented stress, secondary stress is at first placed on the final syllable of the word, 

provided that the word is not a bisyllable with a monomoraic final syllable – in which case there is no 

secondary stress initially assigned – or a word with five or more morae. In these longer words, 

secondary stress falls on the syllable bearing each alternate mora after the primary stress, with the 

exception that a secondary stress falling in this way upon a penultimate mora is  moved to the 

ultimate. To phrase these rules more intuitively: stress would like to fall on the final mora, but 

cannot do so if this would leave a sequence of more than two consecutive unstressed morae; aside 

from this, stress automatically falls on every second mora, where this does not result in two 

consecutive stressed morae. However, as it is syllables, not morae, that phonologically bear the 

stress, the presence of bimoraic syllables can yield strange patterns, with consecutive stressed 

syllables. Indeed, in some cases a word may be stressed on every syllable. Some practical examples: 

  ex. 28 

se-kù-sa-r-tu-i  > *sekùsartui 

ba-t-ta-n-ò-n  > battanòn 

bu-rù-n-da-ko-da > burùndakoda  

su-ba-na-ki  > subanaki 

ka-nà   > *kanà 

In the case of right-oriented stress, secondary stresses are extrapolated backward through the word, 

every second mora from the primary stress: 

  ex. 29 

se-ku-kà-i  > sekukài 

yo-i-ro-nù-ki  > yoironùki 

ra-ba-t-ta-hàn-dru > rabattahàndru 

ya-ma-ta-là-ki  > yamatalàki 

yà-ma-ta-ban-ki > *yàmatabanki 

ka-nà-ò   > *kanàò 



At this point, accent sandhi is resolved. This done, a final adjustment of stress is performed: if an 

unaccented, monomoraic syllable bearing secondary stress immediately follows an unstressed but 

accented or bimoraic syllable, the stress retracts to that accented or bimoraic syllable; at the same 

time, in a bisyllabic word, a stressed monomoraic unaccented initial syllable yields up its stress to an 

accented second syllable. Thus: 

  ex. 30 

*sekùsartui  > sekùsartui 

*yàmatabanki  > yàmatabanki 

*kanà   > kanà 

*kanàò   > kanaò 

The result of these processes is a system of stress that is entirely predictable, but superficially 

complex, and, particularly when longer words are involved, a somewhat irregular rhythm of stress.  

 

Intonation 

As in all languages, intonation in Rawàng Ata is too complex, and too particular, to adequately 

describe through coarse generalisations. It encodes, as everywhere, a rich body of nuance, 

implication, allusion, confusion, mimicry and specificity, and cannot be pinned down with precision. 

Nonetheless, a few basic patterns of intonation can be distinguished. Most prominent is the use of 

rising intonation to indicate ignorance or uncertainty.  This can be employed in expressions of 

surprise (genuine or pretence), in tagged polar questions, in direct questions, or in afa-questions – in 

the case of tagged questions, a marked rise in seen on the tag itself, whereas in direct and afa-

questions the rise is more gradual, over the last two or three words of the questi on, as it is in the 

case of surprise, with surprise being indicated by a sharper rise than for queries.  

Rising intonation is not, however, displayed by either direct or indirect constituent questions.  Direct 

constituent questions are neutral as regards intonation; indirect constituent questions show a 

marked lowering of pitch that highlights the queried constituent. So: 

  ex. 31 

kòmay òan dattasa kubayshà? 

which sailor did she (the young woman) slap offendedly? 

kòmay ↘dattasa ↗kubaysha?  

she slapped which sailor? / she slapped... a sailor? 



Constituent questions may also be given (a more marked) rising intonation if they simultaneously 

express surprise. 

While rising intonation is associated with uncertainty, falling intonation is associated with 

confidence. Utterances ending with falling intonation are often intended to be reassuring, or to 

forestall further discussion. It is also often found in humour, especially (but not only) in ironically 

false statements. 

Intonation may also play a part in information-structuring: either single words or whole phrases may 

be given an elevated intonation as a means of emphasising their significance. 

 

Orthography 
Native Orthography 

Rawàng Ata is written natively in several ways. The most common scripts – collectively known as 

Refùng (“letterings”) – are merely stylistic variations on a single form. All are written from top to 

bottom, and most often from right to left, although left-to-right orderings are found in some artistic 

writings; all are abugidas. Refùng is notable for its unusual duplication of symbols: all symbols are 

formed around a central vertical line, with letters alternating between the left and the right of the 

line, and letters have (sometimes wholly distinct) ‘left’ and  ‘right’ forms, in addition to word-initial 

and word-final forms. 

Refùng is, however, substantially less complex than the script known as habùishi o shènga (“monk’s 

runes”). This script – traditionally found in religious and intellectual writings originating from 

monasteries – is also written from top to bottom, and then from left to right (though right-to-left is 

also found), but its letters are primarily ligatures formed from pairs of symbols (mostly with 

consonantal values). Vowels are then indicated through diacritics, and sometimes through letter-

modification. For each ligature, there are typically several potential letterforms, and in practice 

there is often considerable artistic liberty taken with letterforms, including the construction of 

vertical ligatures between consecutive letter-pairs. 

A third native script is known as Nairaytakài o shènga (“noble ladies’ runes” or “courtesan’s runes”). 

This script is a syllabary, written from top to bottom and from right to left; it is only used as a 

primary script by professional prostitutes, but it is also sometimes employed by poets and the 

artistically-inclined, due to its long association with refinement and beauty. This script is also the 

primary origin of a number of ‘cant-mark’ scripts, employed by criminals and those who associate 



with them. 

The language may also be found written in the scripts of neighbouring cultures. 

Romanisation 

For the purposes of this grammar, a simple romanisation is employed. The hard plosives are 

represented by t and k; the soft, regardless of allophony, by b and d. Hard spirants are represented 

by f,s, sh, and h; soft, by v and j. The nasals are represented by m, n, and ng –the latter representing 

both the nasal and the homorganic nasal-soft-plosive cluster (which are not distinguished), and 

reducing to n to indicate the velar nasal before k. The lateral and rhotic are l and r respectively, 

while the glides are w and y, with the exception that coda /j/ before a syllable lacking an onset is 

represented by i. Clipping is shown by a doubling of the following consonant.  

Vowel romanisation is equally simple: the vowels are represented by a, e, i, o, and u. Long vowels 

are indicated by a macron: ā, ī, ō and ū. 

Accent is marked by graves: à, è, ì, ò, and ù. Stress is unmarked. 

 

  


